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"This book presents the histories of the major North American shortwave clubs and reviews the professional and listenergenerated shortwave literature of the era. It also covers the DX programs and other listening fare to which shortwave listeners
were most attracted and the QSL-cards they sought as confirmation of their reception."--Provided by publisher.
A remarkable, intense portrait of the robotic subculture and the challenging quest for robot autonomy. The high bay at the Robotics
Institute at Carnegie Mellon University is alive and hyper night and day with the likes of Hyperion, which traversed the Antarctic,
and Zoe, the world’s first robot scientist, now back home. Robot Segways learn to play soccer, while other robots go on treasure
hunts or are destined for hospitals and museums. Dozens of cavorting mechanical creatures, along with tangles of wire, tools, and
computer innards are scattered haphazardly. All of these zipping and zooming gizmos are controlled by disheveled young men
sitting on the floor, folding chairs, or tool cases, or huddled over laptops squinting into displays with manic intensity. Award-winning
author Lee Gutkind immersed himself in this frenzied subculture, following these young roboticists and their bold conceptual
machines from Pittsburgh to NASA and to the most barren and arid desert on earth. He makes intelligible their discoveries and
stumbling points in this lively behind-the-scenes work.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Intended for both novice and experienced users, this guide is designed to inform and entertain the reader in unravelling the jargon
surrounding video equipment and in following carefully delineated procedures for its use. Chapters include "Exploring the Video
Universe,""A Grand Tour of Video Technology,""The Video System,""The Video Camera,""The VTR,""All about Videotape,""Making
the Right Connections,""TV Monitors and Video Projectors,""VTR Interchangeability,""Connecting and Operating the VTR,""Basic
Videocassette Systems,""The Video Portapak,""ENG and Portable Videocassette Systems,""Maintenance and Troubleshooting,"
and "Setting Goals/Purchasing Equipment." Diagrams, a glossary of terms, and appendices on information sources are provided.
(MER)
Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Costa Rica, the definitive companion to this peaceful destination. The latest
section introduces Costa Rica’s highlights, from the spectacular sunsets at the Pacific coast beach of Sámara to taking a boat ride
passed the luxuriant tropical vegetation and colourful wooden houses that line the Tortuguero Canal. Using informed accounts,
clue-up on all the remote beaches, active volcanoes and wildlife-rich parks, plus all the unforgettable sites of the capital city, San
Jose. The guide features practical tips for exploring the outdoors from trekking the lush cloud forest reserve at Monteverde to
rafting down the rivers of Valle Central. There are plenty of practical tips on all the best accommodation, transportation, shops,
bars and clubs and an insightful background on Costa Rica’s wildlife, politics and culture. Explore the best of Costa Rica with the
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clearest maps of any guide.
A guide to the orchestra, from the cello to the clarinet to the tuba to the timpani, through sounds and stories.
“Helen Caldicott has the rare ability to combine science with passion, logic with love, and urgency with humor.” —Naomi Klein
From the leader and spokeswoman of the antinuclear movement comes a revised and updated edition of this groundbreaking,
widely acclaimed classic. Exploring dangerous global trends such as ozone depletion, global warming, toxic pollution, food
contamination, and deforestation, Helen Caldicott presents a picture of our world and the forces that threaten its existence. As
always, she gives a prescription for a cure and cause for hope, rallying readers to action with the contention that our fight for the
planet will draw its strength from love for the Earth itself.
C.O.R.E. SHADOW TRILOGY Three romantic suspense novels—now for one low price! SHADOW OF DANGER: Book 1 She sees
too much… Four women have been found dead in the outskirts of a small Wisconsin town. The only witness, clairvoyant Celeste
Risinski, observes these brutal murders through her psychic visions. Called in by the local sheriff to help stop the killer, John Kain,
former FBI agent turned investigator for the private agency, CORE, has no use for psychics. But as more dead bodies are
discovered, the criminalist reluctantly turns to Celeste for help. Yet with each step closer to finding the killer, John finds himself one
step closer to losing his heart. SHADOW OF PERCEPTION: Book 2 What happens when negligent plastic surgeons get a taste of
their own medicine…? When investigative reporter Eden Risk receives an unmarked envelope containing a postcard ordering her to
watch the enclosed DVD or someone else dies, she turns to CORE for help. But that help comes with a catch. Her former lover
Hudson Patterson is assigned to the case. And as more DVDs arrive, they not only find themselves knee-deep in a twisted
investigation, but forced to deal with their past and the love they’d tried to deny. SHADOW OF VENGEANCE: Book 3 Welcome to
Hell Week. You have seven days to find him… At Wexman University male students will do anything to join a top fraternity. They’ll
prove their worth during Hell Week by participating in a variety of pranks. But those shenanigans aren’t so funny when pledges
start disappearing. CORE agents Rachel Davis and Owen Malcolm are on the hunt for a killer who’s kidnapping and murdering
pledges. Time is ticking. They have only seven days to find the latest missing pledge and catch a killer. Seven days before the
body count rises with another victim. Seven days to fight their attraction for each other before one of them ends up hurt. C.O.R.E.
— Criminal Observance Resolution Evidence: When having the best is a matter of life and death…
Digital TV Over Broadband: Harvesting Bandwith offers a clear overview of how technological developments are revolutionizing
television. It details the recent shift in focus from HDTV to a more broadly defined DTV and to the increasing importance of
webcasting for interactive television. Digital Television examines the recent industry toward a combination of digital services,
including the use of the new bandwidth for additional channels of programming, as well as some high definition television. The
book discusses the increasingly rapid convergence of telecommunications, television and computers and the important role of the
web in the future of interactive programming. This new edition not only covers the new technology, but also demonstrates practical
uses of the technology in business models.
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David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6500/ILCE-6500 Guide to Digital Photography is the most comprehensive reference and guide book
available for Sony’s advanced APS-C mirrorless camera. This eagerly-anticipated enthusiast/professional digital camera adds inbody image stabilization, a useful touch screen, and better low light performance at up to ISO 51,200. It features a 24 megapixel
sensor with 425 embedded phase-detect pixels for lightning-fast autofocus at up to 11 frames per second. With an electronic
shutter that provides a silent shooting option, and stunning 4K/UHD video capabilities, the a6500/ILCE-6500 is a versatile digital
camera that’s simple to use, yet boasts features demanded by the most avid photo buff. With this book in hand, you will discover
all the capabilities of the Sony Alpha a6500/ILCE-6500 as you explore the world of digital photography, develop your creativity,
and capture the best photographs you’ve ever taken. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'}
span.s1 {font: 12.0px Times} Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch’s Sony Alpha
a6500/ILCE-6500 Guide to Digital Photography describes every feature of this sophisticated camera in depth, from taking your first
photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more. It relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy camera “roadmap,” an easy-to-use visual guide to the
a6500/ILCE-6500’s features and controls. Learn when to use every option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by
following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as
your guide, you’ll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you’re shooting on the job, taking
pictures as an advanced enthusiast pushing the limits of your imagination, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge
and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Sony Alpha a6500/ILCE-6500.
This ambitious work provides single-point, unified access to some of the most significant books, articles, and news reports in the
science fiction, fantasy, and horror genres. Entries are arranged in two sections-author (subarranged by title) and subject-and may
have up to 50 subject terms assigned. No other reference tool addresses the secondary literature of this fast-growing and dynamic
field with such in-depth subject coverage as this work, nor approaches its breadth of coverage. Aimed at academic libraries, large
public libraries, some school and medium-sized public libraries, and individual scholars, this index supplements Science Fiction
and Fantasy Reference Index: 1985-1991 (Libraries Unlimited, 1993) and Science Fiction and Fantasy Reference Index:
1878-1984 (Gale Research, 1987).
A no-nonsense guide to how to purchase and care for video equipment, as well as techniques for use of the equipment and
creating your own video productions.
The electronic age is bringing sweeping changes to entertainment and media of all kinds, including publishing, broadcasting and
film. Multimedia, the Internet and other digital media outlets for entertainment and information are being refined at a rapid rate.
Media giants are merging and making big acquisitions. This book covers these exciting developments and provides profiles on
hundreds of leading firms in film, radio, television, cable, new media, and publishing of all types including books, magazines and
newspapers. It contains thousands of contacts for business and industry leaders, industry associations, Internet sites and other
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resources. You'll get in-depth profiles of nearly 400 of the world's top Entertainment & Media firms: our own unique list of
companies that are the leaders in this field. Here you'll find complete profiles of the hot companies that are making news today, the
largest, most successful corporations in all facets of the Entertainment and Media Business, from broadcasters to film production
companies, casino operators to theme park companies, publishers of books and magazines to video game designers, and much
more. Our corporate profiles include executive contacts, growth plans, financial records, address, phone, fax and much more. This
innovative book offers unique information, all indexed and cross-indexed more for each firm! Our industry analysis section
provides an exceptional discussion of business and market trends. The book includes statistical tables covering revenues for
several industry sectors. Purchasers of either the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles database
on CD-ROM, enabling key word search and export of key data.
"Media Literacy is a captivating, engaging, reader-friendly textbook essential for introductory Media Studies courses in
communication, sociology, film studies, and English." -SirReadaLot.org In this media-saturated world, it is critical to approach
media influences using critical thought and active participation. Media Literacy, Fourth Edition uses an engaging and
conversational style to help students gain the skills needed to navigate the rocky terrain of mass messages - which are designed
to inform them, to entertain them, and to sell them. This captivating book offers a plan of action for gaining a clearer perspective on
the borders between the real world and the simulated media world, helping readers become responsible media consumers.
There has never been a Internet TV Guide like this. It contains 30 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive
answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the information you
need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you
want to know about Internet TV. A quick look inside of some of the subjects covered: Inview Technology, WPIX, Inc. v. ivi, Inc. Service Termination, Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV - Background, Joost, List of Internet television providers - Philippines,
Arqiva - SeeSaw, The Young Turks, Samsung Electronics - Televisions, Brightcove - Internet TV partnerships, Web 2.0 - Web 3.0,
Google TV - Development, Channel 4 - Carriage, Santa Barbara, California - Television, Convergence (telecommunications) Internet, Adobe Media Player, Digital video recorders - Hard-disk based digital video recorders, Sky Angel - History, Tandberg
Television - After the breakup of 1979, Connected TV, WhereverTV - Free internet television, Baidu Services, Digital video
recorder - Hard-disk based digital video recorders, Yupptv, Technological convergence - Internet, Bravia (brand) - Sony Bravia
Internet TV and Video, Digital video recorder - Notes, Mobistar - History, Smart TV, and much more...

PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
The yearly volumes of Censored, in continuous publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through Seven Stories
Press, is dedicated to the stories that ought to be top features
on the nightly news, but that are missing because of media
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bias and self-censorship. The top stories are listed democratically in order of importance according to students, faculty,
and a national panel of judges. Each of the top stories is presented at length, alongside updates from the investigative
reporters who broke the stories.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
More than just a commentary on the aesthetics of the genre, this book looks at the evolution and cultural significance of
these programs, disputing claims that they are nothing more than harmless entertainment. In the work's revealing first
half, Vicki Abt and Leonard Mustazza uncover the mechanics of the talk-show game. The second half examines the
behind-the-scenes economic games and their implications, revealing a web of complex commercial and political interests
that influence their production. A detailed description of the corporate players and the revenues they are generating is
also provided. The study concludes with suggestions for what we as a culture might do to protect ourselves from its
inherent deceptions and misinformation.
What happens when negligent plastic surgeons get a taste of their own medicine…? Chicago investigative reporter, Eden
Risk, receives an unmarked envelope containing a postcard ordering her to watch the enclosed DVD…or someone else
dies. No police. After Eden watches the DVD, a gruesome, horrifying surgery, she turns to the private criminal
investigation agency, CORE, for help. Only she hadn’t expected that help to come with a catch. Her former lover,
Hudson Patterson, has been assigned to the case. Hudson would rather have another CORE agent handle the
investigation. Two years ago, he’d screwed things up with Eden…bad. And as more DVDs arrive, Eden and Hudson find
themselves not only knee-deep in a twisted investigation, but forced to deal with their past, and the love they’d tried to
deny.
This student-friendly introduction to the key theories and concepts of comparative politics now provides even broader coverage of
the world's democracies, with examples drawn from across the globe. Foundations of Comparative Politics contains a wealth of
information, clearly structured and easy to read, with clear definition of Key Terms. It covers all the important themes in the field,
including constitutional design and institutions; mass and elite politics; policy-making and implementation; and the future of the
state and democracy in a globalising world. A new chapter on studying comparative politics, and new 'What Have We Learned?'
and 'Lessons of Comparison' summary sections help students pull together the lessons of each chapter. Combining facts and
theory throughout, debate is stimulated through the use of Controversy boxes, and Fact Files and Briefings give students
interesting data that illustrates the key issues in the text. Online resources, including MCQs and Powerpoint slides, complete the
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package.
PLEASE PROVIDE COURSE INFORMATION PLEASE PROVIDE
Contents: Eye on the Split Screen: the fragmentary nature of the new television; the changing relationship between viewers and
TV set; how broadcasting can and cannot be expected to promote national sovereignty. Back to the
Shadow of PerceptionBook 2 C.O.R.E. Shadow TrilogyKristine Mason
While there are books that tell readers how to run Linux on embedded hardware and books on how to build a Linux application,
this volume is the first book to demonstrate how to merge the two to create a Linux appliance.
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